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Abstract: Telecoupled flows of people, organisms, goods, information, and energy are expanding
across the globe. Causes are integral components of the telecoupling framework, yet the rigor with
which they have been identified and evaluated to date is unknown. We address this knowledge
gap by systematically reviewing causal attribution in the telecoupling literature (n = 89 studies)
and developing a standardized causal terminology and typology for consistent use in telecoupling
research. Causes are defined based on six criteria: sector (e.g., environmental, economic), system
of origin (i.e., sending, receiving, spillover), agent, distance, response time (i.e., time lapse between
cause and effect), and direction (i.e., producing positive or negative effects). Using case studies from
the telecoupling literature, we demonstrate the need to enhance the rigor of telecoupling causal
attribution by combining qualitative and quantitative methods via process-tracing, counterfactual
analysis, and related approaches. Rigorous qualitative-quantitative causal attribution is critical for
accurately assessing the social-ecological causes and consequences of telecouplings and thereby
identifying leverage points for informed management and governance of telecoupled systems.
Keywords: telecoupling; causality; cause; effect; coupled human and natural systems
1. Introduction
The scope and intensity of human-environment interactions have increased dramatically since
the Industrial Revolution. For example, human appropriation of net primary productivity doubled
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between 1910 and 2005, reaching 25% of all biomass generated by terrestrial vegetation [1]. As on
land, “distant water” fishing in oceans—commercial fishing by nations in areas distant from their
shores—expanded in the mid-twentieth century and continues today in all corners of the globe [2].
Scientists now recognize the existence of coupled human and natural systems (CHANS) wherein
people interact with natural components [3]. Although conceptually uncomplicated, CHANS are
highly complex, involving reciprocal human-environment interactions characterized by intricate
feedback loops, nonlinearity, thresholds, and legacy effects. In a globalized world wherein CHANS are
increasingly discernible, their complexity is hardly a reason to halt CHANS research, management,
and governance. Indeed, much of CHANS research seeks to uncover and quantify the magnitude and
direction of processes linking human and natural systems so they can be sustainably managed and
governed [3–5].
As an example, the telecoupling framework [3] is a systematic tool for studying complex ecological,
economic, political, social, and cultural interactions among CHANS over distances (i.e., telecouplings).
By facilitating simultaneous assessment of reciprocal socioeconomic and environmental interactions
among distant CHANS, the telecoupling framework advances related paradigms, such as globalization
(i.e., socioeconomic interactions between human systems) and teleconnections (i.e., environmental
interactions between natural systems) [3]. The telecoupling framework is composed of flows,
systems (e.g., nations, nature reserves, marine protected areas), agents, causes, and effects. Flows are
movements of entities (e.g., money, people, materials, information) between sending and receiving
systems. Flows are facilitated by agents (individuals or groups of humans/animals), driven by causes
(socioeconomic/environmental reasons), and characterized by effects (socioeconomic/environmental
impacts) [6,7]. Systems encompass different sets of agents and the flows arising from those agents.
Systems interact with each other and boundaries can be adjusted to incorporate metacouplings
(i.e., human-nature interactions within and between adjacent and distant places) [8]. To date,
the telecoupling framework has been applied to numerous topics in sustainability science, including
international trade [9,10], land-use change [11,12], fisheries [13,14], wildlife [15], water transfer [16,17],
urbanization [18], and species invasion [19].
A critical step in applying the telecoupling framework is identifying causes of telecoupled
interactions among CHANS. Generally speaking, a cause is something that explains an effect or
effects. Both causes and their effects can be events, variables, or facts [20]. Lazarfield [21] stated
that a causal relationship between A (a cause) and B (an effect) requires a temporal association
(i.e., A occurs before B) and an empirical correlation between A and B that cannot be explained
away by another variable that causes both A and B. Yet, causality is more than causes and effects;
it involves intricate processes that connect causes to effects in different ways depending on context [22].
In telecoupled systems, causes often work in combination, making them insufficient, necessary,
unnecessary, or sufficient (INUS) causes, which are insufficient but necessary parts of a combination of
causes, which is itself unnecessary but sufficient for the effect(s) [20,23]. The INUS cause literature
distinguishes between equifinality (i.e., same effect(s) produced by different INUS combinations) and
multifinality (i.e., different effects(s) produced by the same INUS combinations) [24]. In the scientific
disciplines in which the telecoupling framework has been applied, authors routinely invoke equifinality
to explain effects. For instance, in land system science, forest transitions (i.e., the return of forest cover
in areas previously deforested) [25] have been explained via distinct INUS combinations, including:
increased imports; abandonment of marginal lands; reforestation policies to cope with forest scarcity,
water loss, and soil erosion; and adoption of eco-friendly practices such as environmental certification
protocols [26–28]. An informative way to address the complex, combinatorial nature of causality in the
telecoupling framework is to first distinguish between causal effects and causal mechanisms. A causal
effect is the change in a response variable brought about by change in an explanatory variable [20].
Despite its importance for determining telecoupling causality, evaluating causal effects is insufficient
for robust causal analysis of telecouplings because it does not answer “How?” This is the realm of
causal mechanisms: the processes whereby an explanatory variable produces its effects [20].
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In telecoupling research, rigorous causal attribution—combining qualitative and quantitative
methods to triangulate, broaden, and deepen evidence for causes and causal mechanisms and
effects—is important because it enables researchers to accurately characterize the social-ecological
complexity of telecouplings and thereby develop informed strategies for the management
of telecoupled systems [29]. “Mixed” (qualitative-quantitative) methods allow researchers to
validate study results (triangulation), investigate related but distinct social-ecological phenomena
(complementarity), develop findings derived from one method using those from another
(development), provide new perspectives (e.g., similarities, paradoxes) beyond those generated
by single methods (initiation), and ultimately expand the scope of social-ecological analysis
(expansion) [30]. Rigorous causal attribution is far from straightforward, and there have been many
different terms used to describe causal processes (e.g., cause vs. driver vs. determinant, causal
effect vs. causal mechanism, proximate vs. underlying cause) [20]. It remains unclear if and how
telecoupling researchers have addressed these and related concepts extending beyond simple “cause”
and “effect.” In addition, specific research designs (e.g., case studies, models, experiments) and
methods (e.g., process-tracing, statistical analysis) used to identify causes have not been thoroughly
assessed regarding their applicability for telecoupling research, so effective techniques for ascertaining
telecoupling causes are largely unknown.
Answers to these and related questions are crucial for maximizing the utility and reliability of the
telecoupling framework and ensuring that decisions regarding the management and governance of
telecoupled systems reflect accurate causal analyses. Describing and quantifying the relative magnitude
of different causes and the mechanisms through which they generate effects in telecoupled systems is
essential for identifying leverage points (e.g., key people and organizations) for improved management
and governance of telecoupled systems. This is particularly important at a time when the telecoupling
framework is poised to help policy makers evaluate the effectiveness of governance initiatives for
achieving the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) [31], the Aichi Targets [32],
the Paris Agreements [33], and other global initiatives [34]. Hence, the goal of this paper is to develop
a structured, standardized approach for causal attribution in telecoupling research. Our objectives are
to: (1) describe best practices for causal attribution in telecoupling research; (2) assess the nature of
causality assessment in prior telecoupling studies in terms of qualitative and quantitative methods;
and (3) generate a standardized causal terminology and typology for use in the research, management,
and governance of telecoupled systems.
2. What Are Best Practices for Assessing Causality Using the Telecoupling Framework?
Best practices for assessing causality in telecoupling research start with developing rigorous
qualitative and quantitative linkages between known information on telecoupled systems and
research goals and analyses. That is, researchers should use existing information about telecouplings
(e.g., descriptive, correlational, quasi-experimental) to establish qualitative and quantitative pathways
for connecting telecoupled systems with the purpose(s) of a particular study. Potential research
designs for assessing causal influences in telecoupled systems include case studies, comparative case
studies, experiments, and modeling, while research approaches include process-tracing and statistical
analyses such as pair-wise comparisons, multivariate econometrics, and Boolean algebra. The relative
commonality of complex causal relationships in telecoupled systems highlights an important
distinction between causality in the experimental sciences versus the observational and historical
sciences (e.g., history, sociology and—more recently—land system science and social-ecological
systems) [20]. Experimental sciences evaluate causality using variables that can be readily replicated,
controlled, and assessed in terms of their agreement with general laws. Experimental approaches
are extremely rare in telecoupling research due to their scope and complexity, yet many statistical
approaches exploit natural variations in conditions, resulting in natural or quasi-experimental
designs [35]. In the absence of general laws, the observational sciences focus on case-specific
occurrences of observed phenomena that generally are not replicable or controllable; causality is
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inferred, not proven [36–38]. Hence, in social-ecological systems and other observational disciplines,
causal effects and causal mechanisms are often context-dependent, making it all the more important to
understand causality in the telecoupling framework and develop systematic approaches for accurate,
reliable causal attribution that is qualitatively and quantitatively rigorous.
Two types of inference are typically pursued when establishing causal claims in telecoupled
systems: (1) predictive inference, and (2) causal inference [35]. Predictive approaches aim to
elucidate causal relationships by evaluating associations between explanatory and response
variables. However, predictive relationships between variables do not necessarily imply a causal
relationship, as other variables (confounders) can influence explanatory and response variables [39].
Causal inference, on the other hand, is concerned with ruling out rival explanations for the estimated
relationship between two variables [40]. This is more challenging because confounding factors,
both observable and unobservable, must be accounted for (Figure 1). To distinguish between predictive
versus causal inference when using multivariate statistical approaches, it is necessary to start with a
strong underlying theoretical framework (i.e., qualitative knowledge) and associated assumptions
about the causal relationships underlying the model structure [35]. Thus, model fit should not be
prioritized over model structure, especially because fit can be a consequence of positive feedback loops
(reverse causality) between the dependent and independent variables. Ideally, qualitative knowledge
about telecoupled systems will provide insights for conducting quantitative analyses, particularly those
that test causality between a variable of interest and a response variable while avoiding interference
(collinearity) between potential explanatory variables, as it could lead to inaccurate estimates for each
individual predictor. However, this is often difficult or impossible in telecoupling research given the
interconnectedness of most systems [35].
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would evaluate human well-being in the absence of the policy/program to determine if it is the cause
of increased well-being. In combination with qualitative description and tools such as statistical
matching, synthetic control methods, and instrumental variables, counterfactual analysis can help
researchers to explicitly understand the limitations of observational data, identify effects of treatment
variables on response variables [41], and ultimately evaluate proximate (i.e., direct) and underlying
(i.e., indirect, root) cause(s) of telecouplings in a rigorous manner that combines qualitative and
quantitative knowledge [20,42,43]. However, counterfactual analysis is not always applicable as it can
be difficult, if not impractical, to locate study systems and sufficiently large sample sizes that differ in
only a single variable of interest, all else being equal. The potential array of unobservable confounders
is particularly challenging in telecoupled systems and reinforces the need for an in-depth qualitative
understanding of study systems prior to quantitative causal attribution.
The most appropriate method for establishing counterfactuals and identifying causal effects
depends on the type of data available. Because telecoupling research is based on observational data
in most cases, evaluations are commonly conducted retroactively, or ex post. The datasets utilized
in telecoupling studies are often cross-sectional (e.g., socioeconomic household data, national trade
data), time-series (e.g., national forest cover), or a combination of both. As randomized experiments
are difficult to establish in this setting, matching is often performed to pair treatment and control
samples for comparison. Matching requires that the characteristics of both groups have sufficient
overlap [39]. Pair-matched, case-control methods can be used to compare samples along a gradient of
a particular attribute when confounding factors are well-documented and have been used with success
in evaluating the effectiveness of eco-certification programs (e.g., coffee [44]). Statistical methods
such as propensity score matching is useful when sufficient ancillary information is available.
These methods help improve the balance of treatment and control groups and neutralize the effect
of confounding factors but are limited by small sample sizes. After groups are paired, treatment
effects are estimated, which often relies on regression models. Cross-sectional data can have limited
usefulness for establishing causal effects because of the difficulty of controlling for all the factors
influencing effects [39]. However, combinations of time-series and cross-sectional data, also known
as panel data, improve the robustness of causal inference efforts if they include baseline data before
an intervention [39,45]. Panel data allow individuals to serve as their own controls, and reliable
treatment effects can be attained using regression and fixed effects by way of difference-in-difference
or before-after-control-impact approaches [41,45,46]. The ability of panel data to eliminate the
confounding effects of fixed unobservable attributes and time-variant observable attributes [35] makes
these data preferable for telecoupling research, despite the need for large and varied datasets.
Case study and comparative case-study approaches are important qualitative methods for causal
inference, particularly when such approaches incorporate a time dimension. Individual case studies
can be thoroughly deconstructed and compared to other case studies using process-tracing, a method
for assessing causal mechanisms using detailed empirical analysis of how causal processes unfold.
Process-tracing involves four phases: (1) identify the steps linking explanatory variables to response
variables; (2) assess the internal consistency (logic) and external consistency (empirical evidence) of
each step; (3) identify and test implications of each step, including those extending beyond the main
cause-effect linkage; and (4) explore and refute counterhypotheses (i.e., competing explanations) to
the main hypothesis [20,47]. Telecoupling researchers can use process-tracing to understand how
proximate and underlying causes interact to produce effects and thereby ensure the accuracy of causal
mechanisms for telecouplings.
We propose that telecoupling causal attribution should emphasize combining methods that
are qualitative (e.g., case studies) and quantitative (e.g., structural equation modeling, two stage
least squares analysis) to evaluate both the proximate and underlying causes of a given effect.
For instance, explaining land-use and land cover change should involve describing spatiotemporal
patterns in landscape condition and using qualitative and quantitative methods to examine
the proximate and underlying causes of those patterns [48]. Integrative qualitative-quantitative
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methods are important in telecoupling research because they provide multiple lines of evidence
for establishing telecoupling causality while accounting for the inherent complexity of telecoupled
systems. For example, often an independent variable X (e.g., agricultural policy in a distant nation)
secondarily changes a dependent variable Y (e.g., domestic land cover) by modifying intermediate
variables (e.g., trade flows) in telecoupled systems that are best understood using multiple qualitative
and quantitative techniques. In these cases, qualitative-quantitative methods are better suited for
accurate causal attribution than either qualitative or quantitative methods alone. Well-established
in fields such as psychology, systems engineering, and medicine, Root-Cause Analysis (RCA)
is particularly well-suited for telecoupling research because it integrates social-ecological and
spatiotemporal information to systematically explain how underlying causes lead to proximate causes
and effects [49,50]. However, RCA is one of many rigorous qualitative-quantitative methods for
assessing proximate and underlying telecoupling causes that will help researchers decipher causal
mechanisms, operationalize the telecoupling framework, and advance management and governance
of telecoupled systems.
3. Causality Assessment in the Telecoupling Literature
A systematic review of telecoupling research was performed using the Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) procedure described in [51] (Figure S1).
Telecoupling-related peer-reviewed publications (i.e., journal articles, book chapters) were located
with an inclusive search criterion relevant for a telecoupling study (i.e., telecoupling OR tele-coupling
OR telecoupled OR tele-coupled, language = English) in Web of Science (www.webofknowledge.
com), which searches paper titles, abstracts, and keywords for given search terms. The same search
criterion was also used in Google Scholar (www.scholar.google.com) to locate additional peer-reviewed
publications. Of 96 non-duplicate publications located, seven were removed because they were
published after the time frame of the review (i.e., 2011 (earliest telecoupling publication) through May
2018). Thus, 89 publications (Table S1) were located and evaluated by two separate reviewers with
respect to causal claims made and methods used to assess causality via a thorough reading of the
abstract, introduction, methods, results, and discussion. Overall, 20.2% of assessed papers (n = 18)
did not qualify as true telecoupling papers (Figure 2), meaning they only mentioned the term but
did not conduct a study of telecoupling components (i.e., flows, systems, agents, causes, effects).
Another 16.9% of papers (n = 15) operationalized the telecoupling concept but did not conduct a causal
analysis. The remaining 62.9% of the papers (n = 56) made descriptive (i.e., qualitative) statements
regarding causal effects, causal mechanisms, or both (Figure 2). More than half of these papers
made use of available secondary data as opposed to original data. Only two of these papers [52,53]
included rigorous (i.e., qualitative and quantitative) causal analysis methods (i.e., simulation modeling,
network analysis, statistical matching; Figure 2) in addition to descriptive statements.
Evaluation of the specific causal analysis methods used in telecoupling papers provides
insights for future telecoupling research. Of the 56 papers that used some form of causal analysis
(i.e., descriptive or rigorous), 94.6% (n = 53) assessed causal effects, but only 67.9% (n = 38) investigated
causal mechanisms. For both types of causal variables, more than 83.0% of papers cited previous
sources to corroborate their causal statements (Tables 1 and 2). For the assessment of causal effects,
47.2% of papers (n = 25) used case study analysis, 20.8% (n = 11) analyzed time series data, and 15.1%
(n = 8) compared case studies (Table 1). Simulation models, panel regression, natural experiments,
and statistical matching were each used in less than four percent of papers. For the evaluation of causal
mechanisms, case study analysis (42.1%, n = 16) and case study comparison (15.8%, n = 6) were the
most commonly used methods, other than citation of previous studies (89.5%; Table 2). Some papers
also used process-tracing (10.5%, n = 4) and abductive causal eventism (7.9%, n = 3), which involves
working backward in time via eliminative inference from effects to causes to explain interrelated social
and/or biophysical events [20].
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Table 1. Methods used to assess causal effects in papers that conducted descriptive (i.e., qualitative) or
rigorous (i.e., qualitative and quantitative) causal analyses (n = 53 of 89).
Method % (n = 53) #
Cited previous sources 83.1 44
Case study analysis 47.2 25
Time series analysis 20.8 11
Other methods 18.9 10
Case study comparison 15.1 8
Simulation model 3.8 2
Panel regression 1.9 1
Natural experiment 1.9 1
Statistical matching 1.9 1
[One method] 45.3 24
[Two methods] 28.3 15
[Three or more methods] 26.4 14
Notes: “Other methods,” each representing a single paper, include interviews with amphipod crustacean fishers [54],
focus groups with government officials associated with the East–West Economic Corridor (Vietnam-Thailand) [55],
snowball sampling for interviews with soybean stakeholders [56], emergy analysis [18], multi-regional input-output
analysis (MRIO) and stochastic actor-oriented modeling (SAOM) [57], change detection analysis combined with
moving window analysis [58], Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) [59], and spatiotemporal coupled system
dynamics modeling [60].
Table 2. Methods used to assess causal mechanisms in papers that conducted descriptive (i.e., qualitative)
or rigorous (i.e., qualitative and quantitative) causal analyses (n = 38 of 89).
Method % (n = 38) #
Cited previous sources 89.5 34
Case study analysis 42.1 16
Case study comparison 15.8 6
Process-tracing 10.5 4
Other methods 10.5 4
Abductive causal eventism 7.9 3
[One method] 2.6 1
[Two methods] 57.9 22
[Three or more methods] 39.5 15
Notes: “Other methods,” each representing a single paper, include interviews with amphipod crustacean fishers [54],
focus groups with government officials associated with the East–West Economic Corridor (Vietnam-Thailand) [55],
snowball sampling for interviews with soybean stakeholders [56], emergy analysis [18], and network analysis [53].
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Other methods for evaluating causal effects and causal mechanisms were each used in one
paper (i.e., semi-structured interviews [54], focus groups [55], snowball sampling for interviews [56],
emergy analysis [18], stochastic actor-oriented modeling [57], change detection analysis [58],
Qualitative Comparative Analysis [59], spatiotemporal coupled system dynamics modeling [60],
and network analysis [53]; Tables 1 and 2). Additional methods appropriate for causal analysis
(i.e., counterfactual analysis, synthetic controls, instrumental variables, convergent cross mapping,
Rubin Causal Models) [20] were not applied in any of the assessed papers. Most papers analyzed
causal effects using one method (45.3%, n = 24), whereas others used two methods (28.3%, n = 15) or
three or more methods (26.4%, n = 14; Table 1). Papers that assessed causal mechanisms most often
used two methods (57.9%, n = 22) or three or more methods (39.5%, n = 15; Table 2).
Overall, the literature review shows that the assessment of causality in telecoupling
research has been mostly descriptive to date, generally not making use of the wide range of
rigorous qualitative-quantitative methods for studying causal effects and causal mechanisms.
Descriptive studies are important for understanding flows linking agents in social-ecological systems,
but attribution of causes and evaluation of causal mechanisms are incomplete, if not inaccurate,
without combined qualitative-quantitative analysis. For instance, Easter et al. [61] stated that
projected climate change and potential shifts in protein demand could decrease the distribution
of trypanosomosis, a bovine disease, and thereby increase cattle production in southern and eastern
Africa, but at a cost to the environment (e.g., soil degradation, reduced biodiversity). Not only was
this causal linkage speculative (i.e., based on potentialities rather than retrospective analysis), it lacked
rigorous causal attribution as “causes” were only identified using a qualitative, non-statistical approach
involving citation of previous literature. Although rigorous causal analysis was neither the authors’
goal nor was it essential for the purposes of Easter et al. [61], such analysis is necessary to advance
the state of telecoupling science. In fact, Easter et al. [61] suggest future methods for rigorous casual
attribution that combines qualitative and quantitative information in their study system, including
multilayer networks, socioeconomic metabolism models, and agent-based models.
Likewise, Schierhorn et al. [62] argued that the breakdown of the Soviet Union in 1991 caused
transformations in Russia (e.g., new agricultural policies affecting beef production and prices, bovine
disease outbreaks) and internationally (e.g., appreciation of the US dollar, beef traceability standards
in Brazil) that placed Brazil at the center of Russian beef imports from the mid-2000s to 2013.
Although the authors provided a thoughtful description of beef telecouplings, they did not use
rigorous causal analysis to determine whether, and to what degree, these transformations caused
telecoupled beef flows between Russia and Brazil. Recognizing the need for rigorous causal analysis
of beef telecouplings, Schierhorn et al. [62] laid a foundation for future studies to address this
important research area. Many other telecoupling studies provide detailed qualitative explanations for
telecouplings (e.g., Gasparri et al. [11], Friis and Nielsen [63]), but the relative importance of various
causal factors often remains elusive, creating opportunities for rigorous, mixed qualitative-quantitative
causal analysis in future research.
4. Improving Causal Assessment in Telecoupled Systems through Consistent Terminology
Although our literature review indicated that telecoupling studies generally discuss “causes”
and “effects” in accurate ways, the complexity of telecoupling causality runs deeper than these
concepts and is generally not acknowledged (or acknowledged inconsistently) in the predominantly
descriptive studies published to date. Given this complexity and the overall scarcity of rigorous
qualitative-quantitative causality assessments in the telecoupling literature, a standardized conceptual
foundation for conducting these evaluations is needed. Here, we provide a terminology of telecoupling
causality concepts (Table 3) to complement our prior description of best practices in telecoupling
research and facilitate consistent, effective communication regarding telecoupling causality within
and beyond the scientific community. This terminology is based on previous research in social science
and land system science, with definitions for some cause-related terms modified from other sources
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to reflect unique attributes of the telecoupling framework. For instance, the definition of “cause”
(a factor that influences the emergence and/or dynamics of a telecoupling; Table 3) is specific to
the telecoupling framework despite its more general meaning as something that explains an effect.
Moreover, it is important to note that our definition for “causal mechanism” (the process through
which a cause produces its effect(s); adapted from [64,65]) is closely tied to context: the case-specific
social-ecological circumstances influencing a causal mechanism (Table 3). It is critical for telecoupling
researchers to evaluate context, as identical causes influenced by mechanisms operating in different
contexts can produce dissimilar effects [65]. Robust, reliable understanding of causation in telecoupled
systems and progress toward theory development can only be achieved by describing context and
its interaction with causal mechanisms to produce effects [66]. This is particularly important because
causal mechanisms can be linked in causal chains (i.e., sequences of causal mechanisms wherein
particular effects serve as causes for subsequent effects [20], Table 3), making it imperative to evaluate
relationships between proximate and ultimate causes of telecouplings using both qualitatively and
quantitatively rigorous methods.
Table 3. Proposed definitions for terms related to causal attribution in telecoupling research.
Term Proposed Definition Related Citations
Factor An event, fact, or variable that helpsexplain a telecoupling Meyfroidt [20]
Cause A factor that influences the emergenceand/or dynamics of a telecoupling Liu et al. [6]
Proximate cause A factor that is a direct cause of thetelecoupling under consideration Meyfroidt [20]
Underlying (root) cause An indirect cause of a telecoupling(i.e., causes a proximate cause) Meyfroidt [20]
Effect A consequence or impact of atelecoupling Liu et al. [6]
Causal effect
A change in a response variable
produced by change in an explanatory
variable of a telecoupling
Meyfroidt [20]
Causal mechanism The process through which a causeproduces its effect(s) in a telecoupling
Falleti and Lynch [65],
Meyfroidt [20]
Context
Case-specific social-ecological
circumstances influencing a causal
mechanism in a telecoupling
Falleti and Lynch [65]
Causal chain
A sequence of causal mechanisms
wherein particular effects of a
telecoupling serve as causes for
subsequent effects
Meyfroidt [20]
Causal explanation A description of the cause(s) of one ormore effects of a telecoupling Meyfroidt [20]
Interest in mechanismic research (i.e., studying how causes produce effects via mechanisms)
has grown in recent years in the social sciences [36,64–68], mirroring nineteenth-century and
early twentieth-century emphasis on mechanistic research (i.e., explaining physical phenomena
using mechanical principles) in the natural sciences [69]. Although the term causal “mechanism”
has at least nine distinct meanings [64], our use of the designation focusing on mechanisms as
pathways/processes (see above and Table 3) reflects a common definition in contemporary social
science [65,68] and provides a meaningful foundation for telecoupling research. By emphasizing
mechanisms as pathways/processes, telecoupling researchers can focus their attention only on the
critical details explaining causes and their effects; if supposed causal details have no influence
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on effects, they can be readily eschewed from further analysis [69]. Likewise, by facilitating the
omission of unnecessary information about causes and effects, a mechanismic approach rooted in
consistent terminology enables straightforward causal analyses that are harmonious within and among
disciplines [64]. This conceptual unity would allow effective interdisciplinary communication and
promote progress in scientific and applied arenas. Adopting a mechanismic approach for causal
attribution is particularly important due to the inherent social-ecological integration of telecoupling
research, wherein knowledge and experiences from multiple people and scientific fields must
be synthesized in ways that foster meaningful applications for management and governance of
telecoupled systems.
5. Opportunities and Challenges for Causal Analysis
Transforming telecoupling science into a causally rigorous discipline is an innovative research
frontier with implications for improving how we understand and manage telecoupled systems.
For instance, maximizing the accuracy and precision of telecoupling causal attribution will help
optimize subsequent approaches for sustainable development and promote global initiatives such
as the United Nations SDGs [31] and the Aichi Targets [32,34]. As demonstrated herein, rigorous
qualitative-quantitative methods for telecoupling causal attribution (e.g., case studies combined with
counterfactual analysis, statistical matching, synthetic controls, and process-tracing) are available [20]
and need to be embraced by telecoupling researchers. Particularly close attention should be paid to
causal effects and causal mechanisms, which serve as linchpins for socially and ecologically robust
causal analysis. After all, it is necessary to understand causes and consequences, the processes
connecting them, and the context underlying them to develop reliable, effective strategies for
management and governance of telecoupled systems.
Despite these opportunities for telecoupling casual analysis, very few existing telecoupling
studies include rigorous causal attribution. This overall scarcity likely reflects the challenges
associated with applying specialized causal attribution methods that require extensive experience,
interdisciplinary skill sets [35], and substantial resources (e.g., time, effort, money, personnel). Some of
the systems for which the telecoupling framework has been applied are data-limited, or, even if
data are available, they were collected with low sample sizes or over insufficiently long time frames.
Increased collaboration among researchers from different disciplines and world regions would help
address these issues. In addition, the spatial linkages and time lapses connecting causes and effects
are not always consistent among telecoupled systems, causing variability in the difficulty of causal
attribution. Moreover, telecoupling causes are often multidimensional: particular effects have multiple
causes, each with unique mechanisms involving several (or more) proximate and underlying factors.
Hence, there is a need to view telecoupling causal attribution through multiple disciplinary lenses.
This represents both a challenge and an opportunity for causal analysis, as viewing casual attribution
through multiple lenses is demanding yet ensures that researchers accurately and comprehensively
evaluate causes, effects, and associated causal mechanisms.
To facilitate causal attribution through multiple lenses, we propose a typology of telecoupling
causes based on six criteria: sector, system of origin, agent, distance, response time, and direction
(i.e., producing positive or negative effects). Often, a given cause or causal chain fits multiple
typological categories depending on the lens through which it is viewed, just as sending and receiving
systems can be interchanged depending on the flow under consideration.
5.1. Sector-Based Causes
Causes can be categorized according to the sector (e.g., ecological, political, economic,
humanitarian, technological, cultural) in which they originate. For example, introduction of Chinook
salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) and coho salmon (O. kisutch) into the Laurentian Great Lakes in the
mid-1960s was driven by socioeconomic, political, and ecological causes [70]. Millions of people within
driving distance of the Great Lakes had more leisure time and expendable income (i.e., socioeconomic
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cause) than their predecessors, fostering demand for clean water and coastal recreational opportunities
(e.g., fishing, beaches). Moreover, fisheries managers created salmon-focused recreational fisheries to
supplement and replace commercial fisheries, which had become relatively defunct and politically
weak (i.e., political cause) due to historical overfishing, invasive species, and habitat degradation
(i.e., ecological causes; [70]). As another example of sector-based causes, the China Conservation and
Research Center for the Giant Panda (Ailuropoda melanoleuca) has a panda loan program through which
zoos inside and outside China can borrow pandas for one to several years. Sector-based causes of
panda loans are cultural (i.e., affinity for this charismatic species), scientific (i.e., interest in panda
research and conservation), technological (i.e., improvements in panda captive breeding and infant
care), and economic (i.e., panda loans increase zoo visitation and revenue) [71–74].
5.2. Origin-Based Causes
Causes can also be classified according to the system (e.g., sending, receiving) in which they
originate. In the case of Chinook salmon and coho salmon in the Great Lakes, eggs from these
species were highly abundant in sending systems (e.g., fisheries agencies in Oregon, Washington,
and Alaska), making it possible to send eggs from these states to Michigan in the mid-1960s [70].
Thus, sending system causes included high egg abundance, as well as social networks among fisheries
professionals and agency regulatory structures that enabled egg transfer to Michigan. Causes in the
receiving system (i.e., Michigan) included changing socioeconomic conditions (e.g., increased leisure
time, expendable income), the decline of commercial fishing, and opportune ecological circumstances,
as detailed above. In addition, causes have multiple system origins in transboundary telecoupled
systems involving migratory species. For instance, sending, receiving, and spillover systems for
migratory birds and bats often contain overwintering and breeding sites that face local social-ecological
pressures (e.g., habitat loss) that cause population declines [15,53]. In particular, Kirtland´s Warblers
(Setophaga kirtlandii) face threats (e.g., land conversion, nest parasitism by Brown-headed Cowbirds
(Molothrus ater)) in sending, receiving, and spillover systems across their migration route from the
Bahamas to northern Michigan, USA. However, telecouplings involving the spread of information
about warbler conservation and habitat management from Michigan to other areas have promoted
population recovery [75]. In the case of investments for intensive banana plantations in Laos,
causes originated in a receiving system with a large demand for bananas (i.e., China) and a historical
sending system that failed to fulfill that demand (i.e., Philippines; [63]). Overall, ascertaining the
systems underlying telecoupling causes is important because causes often arise in more than one
system, each of which can contain multiple causes.
5.3. Agent-Based Causes
Causes can also be classified according to the agents that provoke or promote them. For instance,
recent growth in wood pellet trade has been promoted by the European Union through its Renewable
Energy Directive and incentive programs as economical ways to convert biomass materials to
fuel for meeting renewable energy goals [76]. Likewise, increased soybean production in South
America is driven by multiple agent-based causes, including shifting diets among urban populations,
trade barrier reductions implemented by governments, and improved transportation methods and
logistics produced by engineers and traders [60,77]. Furthermore, the Chinese government was the
main agent that caused large-scale rubber plantations to expand into the mountainous borderlands of
northern Laos in the early 2000s. After the establishment of the Opium Replacement Program in 2004,
the Chinese government provided financial and bureaucratic support to Chinese companies investing
in rubber plantations in Laos, with the aim to replace opium plantations and curb opium trade [78].
5.4. Distance-Based Causes
Causes can also be differentiated based on physical distance (i.e., distant, adjacent, internal). In the
case of Wolong Nature Reserve in China, tourism is the consequence of internal causes such as the
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strong desire for income, together with adjacent (intranational) and distant (international) motivations
for wildlife and nature-based tourism [79]. Soybean area expansion in South America is mostly driven
by distant causes (e.g., urban demand in China), but deforestation associated with the expansion of
soybean cultivation is also linked to internal socioeconomic decisions and processes, including land
speculation and cross-sectoral capital displacement [80]. Causes should also be distinguished based on
social/psychological distance, as people that are physically distant can be socially/psychologically
close, and vice versa.
5.5. Time-Based Causes
Causes can be classified according to the time lapse between their implementation or occurrence
and their effect(s) on the emergence or dynamics of telecouplings. In the Peruvian anchoveta
(Engraulis ringens) fishery, large, long-distance climatic systems such as the Pacific Decadal Oscillation
affect ocean conditions and thus fish productivity over long time scales, whereas El Niño and La Niña
events influence nutrient upwelling and fish production over shorter time scales [81]. The anchoveta
stock collapse in 1972 resulted from causes that were relatively short-term (e.g., improvements in
fish capture, processing, and storage technologies) and long-term (e.g., development of a political
profit-seeking philosophy, diplomatic relations with distant fishing nations such as the Soviet Union).
As another example, short-term causes of tourism include socioeconomic conditions in potential tourist
destinations, yet over the long term, increases in tourism can cause negative environmental effects that
may affect tourism rates [7]. In general, anthropogenic effects in telecoupled systems are produced by
causes that operate over relatively short time scales, whereas system recovery—whether natural or
policy-assisted—is often a slow process wherein causes operate over longer time spans.
5.6. Direction-Based Causes
Finally, causes can be differentiated according to the direction of their effect(s) (i.e., positive
or negative). For instance, the creation and use of socioeconomic incentives and disincentives are
“positive” causes that enhance habitat quality for migratory species conservation in response to the
“negative” causes and effects of climate or land-use change [15,53]. “Positive” and “negative” causes
are common in telecoupled systems involving tradeoffs. For instance, nature-based ecotourism is
a “positive” cause of socioeconomic prosperity but often at the expense of increased pressure on
natural systems [7], driven by causes operating in a “negative” direction. Conservation interventions
in poverty-prone landscapes such as those in northeastern Madagascar are “positive” causes for the
maintenance of biodiversity and ecological integrity of tropical forests, but they can be perceived
by local land users as “negative” causes of reduced access to ancestral lands for the cultivation of
subsistence and commercial crops [82].
5.7. Causes Can Have Multiple Typologies
Because causes often operate in combination (i.e., causal chains), it is important to classify
telecoupling causes using multiple typologies. For instance, climatic systems in the Peruvian
anchoveta fishery (e.g., Pacific Decadal Oscillation, El Niño and La Niña events) can be classified
according to their sector (environmental), origin (sending, receiving, or spillover system), and agent
(climate) [81]. They can also be categorized by distance and response time (long-distance and
long-term for Pacific Decadal Oscillation, short-distance and short-term for El Niño and La Niña)
and direction (El Niño and La Niña have negative and positive effects on anchoveta production,
respectively). Ultimately, classifying telecoupling causes using multiple typologies allows for accurate,
comprehensive causal attribution and thereby promotes more comprehensive identification of leverage
points for change to improve the sustainability of telecoupled systems.
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6. Conclusions
Rigorous qualitative-quantitative causal attribution is necessary for developing reliable strategies
for sustainable management and governance of telecoupled systems. Herein, we provided an overview
of causality in the telecoupling framework [6,7,13–16], a novel research approach that has been
increasingly employed to understand and address major global sustainability challenges [34]. We found
that current assessments of causality in telecoupling research have been mostly descriptive, due in part
to the spatial and temporal complexities inherent in telecoupled systems. Hence, there is a pressing
need and ample opportunity to embrace the wide range of rigorous, mixed qualitative-quantitative
methods for studying causal effects and causal mechanisms.
To improve telecoupling research, we presented best practices for causal attribution
(e.g., counterfactual analysis, process-tracing, root-cause analysis, comparative case studies) and
developed a standardized casual terminology. We also suggested a typology of causes in telecoupled
systems that provides a range of disciplinary lenses for causal assessment, leading to more rigorous
and robust causal attribution. It is our hope that researchers will use approaches described herein to
assess telecoupling causes, effects, and the mechanisms linking them, ultimately identifying leverage
points for the sustainable management and governance of telecoupled systems.
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